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As he did in his vintage Synchronicity, Joseph Jaworski once again uses us on a mind-
expanding trip, this time to the heart of creativity and deep knowing. Organizations of all sorts
are facing profound change today, with complexity increasing at a swiftness and intensity we’
Ultimately, he develops four guiding concepts that encompass the nature of the foundation and
what we need to do in which to stay powerful dialogue with it. Within an extraordinarily wide-
ranging intellectual odyssey, Jaworski relates his amazing experiences with quantum physicists,
cognitive researchers, indigenous leaders, and spiritual thinkers, all focused on getting to the
heart of the Source. To effectively encounter these challenges, leaders have to access the
Resource from which truly profound innovation flows. Many people, including Jaworski himself,
have experienced a reference to this Source, frequently when asked to respond in occasions of
crisis—moments of extreme spontaneity and intuitive insight. Actions simply circulation through
them, seemingly without any type of conscious intervention. But these encounters are
possibility occurrences—t understand how to access the Source, and we have even a blind spot
as to its very presence.ordinarily, we don’ Jaworski came to realize that traditional analytical
leadership techniques are inadequate for coping creatively with this complexity.ve never
experienced before. Utilizing the combination of narrative and reflection that made
Synchronicity so compelling, Jaworski has written a reserve that illuminates the fundamental
nature not only of visionary leadership but also of relationships, consciousness, and ultimately
reality itself.
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Not a “quick go through” - or an “easy” one - - but Really worth the effort.!..OK - We finished - -
and We’m Happy I did so. The reading remained relatively tedious through the 85% mark but (as
you might anticipate from an author of Michener’s stature) his intent gradually became superior
and, I guess, a few of the tediosity was necessary. He was building an analog (in words) of the
archaeological site for which he describes a found out history. The analog Is certainly a term
picture for the Jewish peoples - of the area of the center East and Europe - with references to the
American diaspora.Eventually, this phrase picture weaves jointly to supply the reader with an
extremely clear “explanation” for Israel’s collective mentality (if it's at all fair to assume that there
IS such a thing any longer) and method of the rest of the Middle East - - and, indeed, the
world.Michener begins in "present day", flits back again to many centuries BCE and slogs his
way through background (with occasional side journeys back to current). Michener BROUGHT it
to my interest (even only if through only a small example) and managed to get superior why
Israel - as a nation - might seem “overly-defensive” today.” must remain a vivid and dynamic
watchword - - for them - - and for all those! The underground tunnel still exists and it is amazing
to walk through it to the water source. “NEVER AGAIN! (Got I been section of the struggle to set
up and build the united states - - - I'd have been - and would likely remain - JUST as
defensive!Primary REVIEW.. Despite its length you never want to buy to end. GREAT BOOK read
this book 40 years back in fact it is still an excellent read! Who have thought reading Michener's
novels could possibly be considered "light" reading?Israel had become within my childhood - -
however the struggle necessary to achieve said living escaped my pre-teen attention. Through a
lot of the first fifty percent of the reserve, it seems to become a novelized background of the
Jewish peoples, their trials, tribulations and laws and regulations. It really is told, in typical
Michener style, as some shorter interconnected stories. The book that keeps on giving Of
COURSE I really like the SOURCE--I've simply finished reading it for the FIFTH time since first
becoming aware of it in the past due 1970s. Looking forward to reading before I check out Israel
A must read A marvelous read. Hardly ever gets old Suttobob This Michener classic traces the
genesis of the Jewish religion from its early beginnings to today. Each time I browse it, I gain
fresh insights about the history of religious beliefs and civilization in Israel, and I also gain better
respect for the Jewish faith and the essential role it has performed and will continue steadily to
play through time in humankind's trip of faith. On a more selfish note, we supporters of
Michener understand that if you want to examine his paperback or hardcover books, we need to
like "lifting weights," because so many of his books are in least 900 web pages. In anticipation
of this latest rereading, though, I finally purchased "The Source" as a Kindle reserve. I'll finish - -
but I could hardly wait until I get to the end of the brick. Another Great Michener Read The book
traces the rise of religion in general but primarily Judaism.! Not being a fan of ANY "organized
religious beliefs", I find this presentation barely retains my interest. I particularly appreciated the
educational areas of the novel as I learned a lot about international religions and cultures that I
most likely wouldn’t have learned by myself. Great book for a reader familiar with Michener’s
style and thinking about religion and its own roots. Fantastic Partner for My 12 Day Trip to Israel.
This was an ideal book to read before I left for Israel, when I was in Israel, and after my trip to
Israel. Among the highlights of the Israel trip was spending a half trip to the ruins of Megiddo
which was the area Michener used for the book. I came across it to be extremely entertaining
and informative. This is great background reading. Going forward he tells the tale of human
encounter on the same piece of land from individual sacrifice to the development of
monotheism, to conflicts among the monotheistic religions before the present day time. It was a
an extra bonus to learn about different religions and know how they are so interwoven.



Breathtaking in scope and depth I have go through several Michener novels and all have been
amazing but up to now this a single is the best I've read. It covers ~13,000 years of religious
background from a archeological perspective. The dig will go deeper and deeper until it gets to
bedrock and then the story of the genesis of religious beliefs begins with hunter-gatherer cave
dwellers at the very dawn of the domestication of grain crops. Michener brings to life characters
from each period represented in a "show", or mound created by thousands of years of
civilization beginning at 11,000 BCE until 1964. Though it stops at 1964 it is relevant today
because it displays the origins of all spiritual conflicts(except Hindu/Muslim) of the modern
world and explains much about why the center east is such a mess. If you've go through
Michener before but have missed this one you possess to check this out. The source Really
enjoyed the annals of this book. Highly recommended. Your knowledge of religion and
appreciation for the land of Israel won't be the same This is such a wonderful book. That is my
second go round for this novel and I'm so glad I decided to give it a re-read. Michener tells the
story of the development of religion through a literary device of an archaeological dig in Israel. I
know that sounds dull nonetheless it isn't at all. I learned so very much and an enjoyable
experience reading the chapters as I traveled through these areas. On the thousands of years,
the story information the building, and then destruction, of the town he calls Makor over and
over and once more.Your knowledge of religion and appreciation for the land of Israel will never
be the same. An delightful and enlightening encounter. Worth the Time Investment I read this
publication twice. Once in the past, and then again before a bi weekly trip to Israel. It really is
1200 pages and it did take several weeks to undergo it.)Israel is ENTITLED to its “defensiveness”
- as are Jewish peoples in all of those other world.This book is not an easy read since it is indeed
long, but if you are willing to invest the time it is one of those books that stick with you for your
life. If you've never go through him or have already been intimidated by the 1200 pages of terms
and conditions typical of a Michener novel, that one is definitely worth your time. It has helped
me better understand the Jewish culture and the issues they face. A long and grateful read
Michener writes from the rock age to contemporary times on a topic that confronts most of
humanity. His phrases initiate contemplation in all of us. Wow! Many, many pages of reading!
FINAL REVIEW .! (It's the best of the Michener novels, with Centennial, Alaska, and Hawaii to
arrive second, third, and 4th.. Michener had a gift and you find out and enjoy every web page!I'm
about 60% of just how through this tome and We am acquiring it to be - in a word - TEDIOUS.
Winter companion Re browse this every couple of years.) Michener's historical-novel design
storytelling really shines in THE SOURCE. Just great. great historicl novel Going to Israel in Nov. I
could actually visualize the places that Michener drew us to with his historical stories.
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